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In an expert search task, the user’s need is to identify people who have relevant expertise to a topic of
interest. An expert search system predicts and ranks the expertise of a set of candidate persons with
respect to the user’s query. In this work, we propose a novel approach for estimating and ranking
candidate expertise with respect to a query. We see the problem of ranking experts as a voting
problem, which we model using adaptations of data fusion techniques. We extensively investigate
the effectiveness of the voting approach and the associated data fusion techniques across a range
of document weighting models, in the context of the TREC 2005 and TREC 2006 Enterprise
track settings. The evaluation results show that the voting paradigm is very effective, without
using any collection-specific heuristics. Additionally, we further analyse two main features of the
voting model, namely the manner in which document votes are combined and the effect of the underlying document ranking. First, for the combination of document votes, we hypothesise that candidate
with large profiles can introduce bias in the generated ranking of candidates. We propose and integrate into the model a candidate length normalisation technique that removes bias towards prolific
candidate experts. Secondly, we investigate the relative effects of applying various retrieval enhancing techniques to improve the quality of the underlying document ranking, to investigate how each
technique improves the retrieval effectiveness of the generated ranking of candidates. At each stage,
we experiment extensively and draw conclusions. Our results show that the voting techniques proposed are indeed effective, across several different document weighting models and settings.
Secondly, we see that candidate profile length normalisation can help improve retrieval accuracy
when applied to the candidate profile sets. Lastly, we show that increasing the quality of the underlying ranking of candidates can enhance the retrieval accuracy of the generated ranking of
candidates.
Keywords: Expert search; expert finding; voting model; information retrieval; enterprise information
retrieval
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1.

INTRODUCTION

With the advent of the vast pools of information and documents in large enterprise organisations, users regularly have
the need to find not only documents, but also people with
whom they share common interests, or who have specific
knowledge in a required area.
Hertzum and Pejtersen [1] found that engineers in product
development organisations often intertwine looking for informative documents with informed people. People are a critical
source of information because they can explain and provide
arguments about why specific decisions were made.
Yimam-Seid and Kobsa [2] identified five scenarios when
people may seek an expert as a source of information to complement other sources:

(i) Access to non-documented information—For example,
in an organisation where not all relevant information is
documented.
(ii) Specification need—the user is unable to formulate a
plan to solve a problem, and resorts to seeking
experts to assist them in formulating the plan.
(iii) Leveraging on another’s expertise (group efficiency)—for example, finding a piece of information
that a relevant expert would know/find with less
effort than the seeker.
(iv) Interpretation need—for example, deriving the implications of, or understanding, a piece of information.
(v) Socialisation need—the user may prefer that the
human dimension be involved, as opposed to interacting with documents and computers.
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An expert search system is an information retrieval (IR)
system that can aid users with their ‘expertise need’ in the
above scenarios. In contrast with classical IR systems where
users search for documents, an expert search system supports
users in identifying informed people: users formulate a query
to represent their topic of interest to the system; the system
then ranks candidate persons with respect to their estimated
expertise about the query, using available documentary
evidence.
The retrieval performance of an expert search system—the
accuracy of the suggested candidates—is an important issue.
An expert search system should aim to rank candidate experts
while maximising the traditional evaluation measures in IR: precision, the accuracy of suggested candidates expertise; and recall,
the number of candidates with relevant expertise retrieved.
The running of the expert search task in the recent TREC
2005 and TREC 2006 Enterprise tracks [3, 4] has increased
interest in the expert search area. The TREC forum provides
researchers with shared interests in IR research areas to evaluate
their retrieval systems on a shared test collection. For the expert
search task, this test collection consisted of a common corpus, a
list of experts identified in the corpus and a list of expertise
queries, known as topics. The retrieval performances of participating systems are evaluated by deriving a ground truth, known
as relevance assessments, and then evaluating each system
using precision and recall-based measures, such as Precision
@ 10 (P@10), and mean average precision (MAP). For the
Enterprise track of 2005 and 2006 the test collection consisted
of 331 037 documents collected from the World Wide Web
Consortium (W3C) website in 2005 [3]. For research purposes,
the W3C is a useful example of an enterprise organisation, as it
operates almost entirely over the Internet. Moreover, its documents are freely available online. This allows research on an
enterprise-level corpus, without the intellectual property
issues normally associated with obtaining such a corpus. The
corpus is also wide ranging, containing the main W3C Web presence, personal homepages, official standards and recommendation documents, email discussion list archives, a wiki and a
source code repository.
The corpus is also wide-ranging, containing the main W3C
Web presence, personal homepages, standards documents,
email discussion list archives, a wiki, and a source code
repository.
Expert search systems typically use a profile of evidence for
each candidate that indicates their expertise. These profiles
can be generated manually by the candidate, or automatically
by the system using documentary evidence. In this work, we
will only consider automatically generated profiles of evidence, which are represented as sets of documents associated
with each candidate expert.
In [5], we introduced the Voting Model for expert search.
This work extends the research into the voting model with
further hypotheses and experiments, to better understand
both the model and the expert search task.
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The voting model considers a ranking of documents with
respect to the expert search query. This document ranking contains implicit evidence of expertise. For example, a user with
an expertise need might examine a ranking of related documents, looking for an author who has written a highly relevant
document, or looking for an author who has written prolifically about the general topic area. For these reasons, the
ranking of documents is fundamental to the voting model for
expert search. We see each document retrieved as an implicit
vote for the candidate whose profile contains that document.
We propose several ways to aggregate document votes into
a ranking of candidates, using our intuitions about the
manual search process a user might exhibit. These intuitions
are manifested by appropriate adaptations of data fusion techniques, which we call voting techniques.
Normal IR systems use document weighting models, that
rank documents with respect to their estimated relevance to
the query, thus creating a ranking of documents. The voting
techniques proposed above are dependent on the document
weighting model used to generate the underlying ranking of
documents. Therefore, we evaluate the voting techniques using
a selection of state-of-the-art probabilistic document weighting
models. Evaluation is performed using the TREC 2005 and
2006 Enterprise expert search tasks described above. The
obtained evaluation results show that applying the voting
model to expert search is very effective compared with the
other systems participating in the TREC tracks. Moreover, the
voting model is general, making no use of collection-specific
heuristics, and has no dependence on the document weighting
models used to generate the underlying ranking of documents.
This paper poses two research hypotheses in the context of
the voting model for expert search. First, we investigate the
effect of candidate profile length on the retrieval performance
of the voting model: because each candidate can have a
varying amount of expertise evidence in their profile, we
suggest that candidates with longer profiles can be unfairly
favoured in the voting model, because these longer profiles
are more likely to gain a vote at random from the document
ranking. We hypothesise that taking into account the variable
length of candidate profiles is required, and call this candidate
length normalisation. Secondly, since the voting model
depends on the input ranking of documents with respect to
the query, the ranking of documents can have a profound
effect on the accuracy of the generated ranking of candidates.
We hypothesise that increasing the quality of this ranking of
documents will increase the accuracy of the generated
ranking of candidates. In this article, we provide detailed
experiments and analysis of these hypotheses in terms of the
voting model.
1.1.

Related work

There is some previous work on expert search models where
candidate profiles consist of a set of documents. Craswell
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et al. [6] proposed concatenating the terms of all documents in
each profile into virtual documents, and ranking these using a
traditional IR system. However, this approach lacks granularity, as the contribution of each document in a candidate’s
profile is not measured individually, making this approach
less effective than other approaches.
Liu et al. [7] addressed the expert search problem in the
context of a community-based question – answering service.
They applied three different language models, and experimented with varying the size of the candidate profiles. They concluded that retrieval performance can be enhanced by
including more evidence of expertise in the profiles (in this
case questions or answers written by the candidate).
Social network analysis also features in some related work to
expert search. Graph-based techniques are used to infer connections between candidates, and are particularly useful on corpora
of email communications [8–10]. For instance, Dom et al. [8]
proposed that a series of email communications could be seen
as a directed graph and that the act of sending an email
to another person (represented as an edge from a node to
another) implied the expertise on the sender. Moreover, two
approaches make use of the HITS algorithm [11] to calculate
‘repute’ and ‘resourcefulness’ scores for each candidate
[12,13]. In [14], McLean et al. use a graph structure to propagate expertise evidence between members of a project team.
Finally, various expert search approaches were proposed by
participants in the TREC 2005 Enterprise track [3], and techniques such as document structure and clustering were
applied. This includes that of Balog et al. [15], who proposed
the use of language models in expert search. They proposed
several models for expert search; however the approach is
limited to the use of language modelling to provide the estimates for the relevance of a document to the query. In
Section 3, we show that the language modelling approach is a
special case of the voting model. Similarly to Balog et al.,
Fang and Zhai [16] applied relevance language models to the
expert search task. In contrast, the probabilistic approach
proposed by Cao et al. [17] and the hierarchical language
models proposed by Petkova and Croft [18] do not consider
expertise evidence on a document level, but instead work on
a more fine-grained approach using windowing. In all these
approaches, the relevance computation of documents to the
queries can only be computed using the language modelling
approach. In contrast, our proposed method does not rely on a
particular approach to rank document to the query. Moreover,
our approach is based on three sources of evidence based on
intuitions about the expert search task, and not on the marginalisation of conditional probabilistic distribution.
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ranking of candidates. The model defines many different
techniques for combining the votes of documents, based on
intuitions concerning the best way to derive experts from a
ranking of documents. Our extensive evaluation of these
various voting techniques has shown that the model can generate accurate rankings of candidates.
The proposed model is not dependent on any features of the
collection or on the queries used by the system. Any standard
retrieval technique, such as Divergence from Randomness
(DFR) [19], probabilistic or language modelling [20] can be
used to generate the underlying document ranking. It can be
easily deployed in an enterprise setting without the need of
any specific facilities provided by the enterprise search
engine, other than a ranking of documents with respect to
the query.
Moreover, by applying and experimenting with the various
voting techniques for expert search, we are able to better
understand the expert search task. In particular, we are able
to determine the important sources of evidence in expert
search: First, the prolific aspect of a candidate expert—
whether they have written many documents about the topic
of interest (we call this number of votes). Secondly, how
on-topic the documents in their profile are? If they have
document(s), which are exactly about the topic, then it is
likely that the candidate has relevant expertise than a candidate who has only written about related topics (we call this
strength of votes).
Next, we show that the performance of an expert search
system is linked to quality of the expertise evidence—that
is, how the profiles of documents are associated with the
candidate experts. We experiment using four different
candidate profile sets, determined using different techniques, and find that the most exact method of matching
candidates to document performs the most robustly. Next,
we investigate the need for candidate length normalisation,
using extensive experimentation. We find that the usefulness of normalisation depends on the task and the voting
technique being applied. Finally, we investigate the effect
of increasing the quality of the document ranking, using a
selection of IR techniques to increase precision and recall.
The experimental results show that applying such techniques to increase the quality of the underlying document
ranking can enhance the retrieval accuracy of the generated
ranking of candidates.

1.3.

Outline

This article is organised as follows:
1.2.

Contributions

The main contributions of this article are as follows: We
propose a novel, general model for modelling expert search
that takes as input a ranking of documents and generates a

† Section 2 introduces how documentary evidence is
used to represent the expertise of candidates, known
as candidate profiles. We describe various methods
for building profiles of evidence for candidates, and
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define the four different expertise profile sets we use in
this work.
Section 3 details the motivations for the voting model for
expert search. We define several voting techniques,
which we use to aggregate the votes for candidates
from the document ranking, and evaluate these across
the expertise profiles defined in Section 2, and three
statistically different document weighting models.
Section 4 investigates the effect of profile length in the
voting model. In particular, it describes our hypothesis
that candidates who have long profiles (for instance, prolific authors) can have an unfair bias in the candidate
ranking, and that a normalisation component is required
to be integrated into the model. We describe two ways of
normalising the estimation of candidate expertise relative
to profile size, and conclude with experiments across all
four expert profile sets.
Section 5 describes the second hypothesis in this article,
which poses that the accuracy of the generated ranking of
candidates can be improved by increasing the quality of
the underlying document ranking. We then investigate
the extent to which improvements in the document
ranking affect the generated candidate ranking, by applying a variety of renown and state-of-the-art retrieval
techniques to the document ranking.
Section 6 provides concluding remarks and directions for
future research.

2. EVIDENCE OF EXPERTISE FOR EXPERT
SEARCH SYSTEMS
Expert search systems make use of textual evidence of expertise to rank candidates. Predominantly, these systems work by
generating a profile of textual evidence for each candidate.
The profiles represent the system’s knowledge of the expertise
of each candidate, and they are ranked in response to a user
query [6, 7, 10, 21].
There are two requirements for an expert search system: a
list of candidate persons that can be retrieved by the system
and some textual evidence of the expertise of each candidate
to include in their profile. In most enterprise settings, a staff
list is available and this list defines the candidate profiles
that can be retrieved by the system. Candidate profiles can
be created either explicitly or implicitly: candidates may
explicitly update their profile with an abstract or list of their
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skills and expertise [21]; or alternatively, the expert search
system can implicitly and automatically generate each
profile from a corpus of documents. There are several
strategies for automatically associating documents to candidates, to generate a profile of their expertise:
† Documents containing the candidate’s name: exact or
partial match [6].
† Emails sent or received by the candidate [8, 12, 22].
† The candidate’s homepage on the Web or intranet and
their CV [9].
† Documents written by the candidate [9].
† Team, group or department-level evidence [14].
† Web pages visited by the candidate [13].
In this work, we focus on implicit evidence of expertise and,
in particular, we assess the performance and stability of our
model across a selection of different methods for generating
the candidate profiles. In the TREC W3C collection, which
we use for evaluation in this work, the authorship of all
documents is not readily available, so we identify expertise
evidence using documents that contain variations of the
candidate names. We apply four techniques for generating
candidate profiles, based on occurrences of the candidates’
names in the documents of the W3C collection, namely:
† Last Name: documents containing the last name of the
candidates.
† Full Name: documents containing the exact full name of
the candidates.
† Full Name + Aliases: documents containing the full name
of the candidates and variations of their names.
† Email Address: documents matching exactly the email
addresses of the candidates.
These techniques cover a spectrum of accuracy of the profiles:
profiles should contain as much evidence as possible for a
given candidate (i.e. minimising false-negatives), without
incorrectly associating too much evidence with a candidate
(i.e. minimising false-positives).
Table 1 details the statistics of the four different profile sets.
The Full Name and Email Address sets are the most exact, in
that they should only match documents that contain the name
or email address of the candidate, respectively. In contrast, the
Last Name profile set can mismatch evidence for candidates.
For instance, consider the scenario that two candidates have
identical surnames—both candidates will be associated with

TABLE 1. Statistics of the candidate profile sets employed in this work.

Candidates with evidence (of 1092)
Mean candidate profile size
Largest candidate profile size
Percentage of collection documents in profile set

Last Name

Full Name

Full Name þ Aliases

Email Address

923
881.82
50 767
66.8

720
286.23
18 674
41.4

810
381.78
44 330
52.2

470
191.59
25 571
20.7
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documents that should have only been associated to either
candidate. This is reflected in the statistics of the table, as
the Last Name profile set has the largest average profile size.

3.

VOTING MODEL FOR EXPERT SEARCH

In this work, we consider a different and novel approach to
ranking expertise. In particular, we consider that expert
search is a voting process. Using the ranked list of retrieved
documents for the expert search query, we propose that the
ranking of candidates can be modelled as a voting process
using the retrieved document ranking and the set of documents
in each candidate profile. This is manifested from two intuitions: first, a candidate who has written prolifically about a
topic of interest (i.e. many on-topic documents in their
profile) is likely to have relevant expertise; and secondly,
the more about a topic the documents in their profile are, the
stronger is the likelihood of relevant expertise. The problem
is how to aggregate the votes for each candidate so as to
produce an accurate final ranking of experts.
We design various voting techniques, which aggregate these
votes from the single ranking of documents into a single
ranking of candidates, using evidence based on intuitions
described above. In particular, we are inspired by the aggregation of document rankings in the meta search field. Data fusion
techniques—also known as meta search techniques—are used
to combine separate rankings of documents into a single
ranking, with the aim of improving over the performance of
the constituent rankings. Each time a document is retrieved
by a ranking, an implicit vote has been made for that document
to be included higher in the combined ranking. Fox and Shaw
[23] defined several data fusion techniques (CombSUM,
CombMNZ, etc.), and these have been the object of much
research since (e.g. see [24 – 26]). Two main classes of data
fusion techniques exist: those that combine rankings using
the ranks of the retrieved documents and those that combine
rankings using the scores of the retrieved documents.
As proposed in [5] and introduced in Section 1, we see
expert search as a voting problem. In particular, the profile
of each candidate is a set of documents associated to them
to represent their expertise. We then consider a ranking of
documents by an IR system with respect to the query. Each
document retrieved by the IR system that is associated with
the profile of a candidate can be seen as an implicit vote for
that candidate to have relevant expertise to the query. The
ranking of the candidate profiles can then be determined
from the votes. In this work, we adapt well-known data
fusion techniques in IR, such as CombSUM, to aggregate
the votes for candidates by the retrieved documents.
Let R(Q) be the set of documents retrieved for query Q, and
the set of documents belonging to the profile of candidate C
be denoted profile(C). In expert search, we need to find a
ranking of candidates, given as R(Q). Consider the simple
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example in Fig. 1. The ranking of documents with respect to
the query has retrieved documents fDb . rank Dc . rank Da
. rank Ddg. Using the candidate profiles, candidate C1 has then
accumulated two votes, C2 has one vote, C3 has three votes
and C4 has no votes. Hence, if all votes are counted as equal,
and each document in a candidate’s profile is equally weighted,
a possible ranking of candidates to this query could be fC3 . rank
C1 . rank C2 . rank C4g if all votes were considered equally.
While counting the number of votes as evidence of expertise
may be sufficient to produce a ranking of candidates, doing so
would not take into account the additional fine-grained evidence
that is readily available, for instance, the scores and ranks of the
documents in R(Q). By using appropriate vote aggregation techniques to combine the score and/or ranks of the documents, we
can have different rankings of candidates.
We determine the score of the candidate with respect to the
query, score_cand(C, Q), as the aggregation of votes of all
retrieved documents d, which also belong to the profile of
the candidate [i.e. d [ R(Q) > profile(C)]. From our two
intuitions on expert search, we consider three forms of evidence when aggregating the votes to each candidate:
(i) the number of retrieved documents voting for each
candidate;
(ii) the scores of the retrieved documents voting for each
candidate;
(iii) the ranks of the retrieved documents voting for each
candidate.
We design various voting techniques, which aggregate these
votes from the single ranking of documents into a single

FIGURE 1. A simple example from expert search. The ranking R(Q)
of documents (each with a rank and a score) must be transformed into
a ranking of candidates using the documentary evidence in the profile
of each candidate (profile(C)).
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ranking of candidates, using evidence based on intuitions
described above. In particular, we are inspired by the aggregation of document rankings in the meta search field. We adapt
data fusion techniques to aggregate the votes from the single
ranking of documents R(Q) into a ranking of candidates,
using the appropriate forms of evidence.
Our application of data fusion techniques differs from conventional applications as follows. Typically, when applying
data fusion techniques, several rankings of documents are
combined into a single ranking of documents. In contrast,
our novel approach aggregates votes from a single ranking
of documents into a single ranking of candidates, using the
votes between R(Q) and the candidate profiles.
We now show how some established data fusion techniques
can be adapted for expert search. In [5], we defined and experimented with 11 voting techniques suitable for ranking candidates. These include a selection of score- and rank-based
fusion techniques. In this work, we only consider a selection
of score-based voting techniques, as these exhibit a higher
degree of accuracy than rank-based voting techniques, due
to the fact that the score information is more fine-grained
than the rank information.
First, we adapt the CombSUM [23] (a score aggregation
technique) for expert search. In this data fusion technique,
the score of a document is the sum of the normalised scores
received by the document in each individual ranking. Adapting
the CombSUM technique to our approach, we score a candidate’s expertise with respect to a query, as the sum of the relevance score of all the documents in R(Q) that are voting for
that candidate. Formally, score_cand (C, Q) is calculated as
score candCombSUM ðC; QÞ ¼

X

scoreðd; QÞ; ð1Þ

d[RðQÞ>profileðCÞ

where score(d, Q) is the score of the document d in the document ranking R(Q) as given by a search engine for query Q.
Similarly, CombMNZ [23] can be adapted for expert search.
This has a similar intuition to CombSUM [Equation (1)],
except that candidates with a larger number of votes are
scored higher. In CombMNZ, candidates are scored with
respect to a query as
score candCombMNZ ðC; QÞ ¼ kRðQÞ > profileðCÞk
X
scoreðd; QÞ;

ð2Þ

d[RðQÞ> profileðCÞ

where kR(Q) > profile(C)k is the number of documents from
the profile of candidate C that are in the ranking R(Q) that is,
the number of votes for this candidate. CombMNZ explicitly
models both the (i) number of votes and (ii) strength of votes
sources of expertise evidence.
Finally, the CombMAX technique is based on the intuition
that the extent to which a candidate is prolific is not important,
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but instead examines the extent to which they have written a
document about the topic. In particular, in CombMAX, each
candidate only gets at most one vote—this being from the
most highly scored document in their profile. This document
represents the most on-topic part of their profile: candidates
with only a single ‘vaguely’ on-topic document should be
ranked lower than candidates with a definitely on-topic document. In the CombMAX technique [23], the score of a candidate with respect to a query is
score candCombMAX ðC; QÞ ¼
Maxðscoreðd; QÞ : d [ RðQÞ > profileðCÞÞ;

ð3Þ

where Max(.) is the maximum of the described set. CombMAX
concentrates on the most strong vote, i.e. evidence (ii).
Normally, in the CombSUM, CombMNZ and CombMAX
data fusion techniques, it is necessary to normalise the
scores of documents across all the rankings [26]. However,
in Equations (1) – (3), no score normalisation is necessary.
Indeed, in our case, as stressed above, only one ranking of
documents is involved, and hence the scores are all
comparable.
In the following sections, we test each of these voting techniques with extensive experimentation.

3.1.

Experimental setup

In the following, we aim to demonstrate that voting is an effective approach for expert search and that the data fusion techniques adapted are suitable to implement the proposed
approach. We use three statistically different document
weighting models to assess the extent to which the performance of the voting techniques is affected by the choice of
weighting model. In particular, we apply language modelling
and two Divergence from Randomness document weighting
models to represent the state-of-the-art. We could test other
state-of-the-art document weighting models (e.g. BM25).
However, the conclusions would likely be similar—for
example BM25 has been shown to perform similarly to the
PL2 Divergence from Randomness weighting models in
both Expert Search and Web settings [5, 27].
To evaluate our approach, we use the expert search tasks of
the TREC 2005 and TREC 2006 Enterprise tracks. The W3C
corpus used for these tasks includes a list of 1 092 candidate
experts. We use a set of 50 topics from the TREC 2005
expert search task and the title field a further set of 49 topics
from the TREC 2006 task. Retrieval performance is evaluated
using Mean Average Precision (MAP)—to assess the overall
accuracy of the generated ranking of candidates—and precision at 10 (P@10)—to assess the accuracy of the top-ranked
candidates retrieved by the system.
We index the W3C collection using Terrier [28, 29]. During
indexing, each document is represented by its textual content
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and the anchor text of its incoming hyperlinks. Stopwords are
removed, and as we would like to favour high precision, we
use a weak stemming algorithm, which only applies the first
two steps of Porter’s stemming algorithm.
We test our proposed voting model using the three voting
techniques described above, and using three statistically
different document weighting models to generate the document ranking R(Q). First, it is of note that for the voting
model, if Hiemstra’s language modelling approach [20] was
used to generate R(Q), and CombSUM applied to combine
the scores for candidates, then this would be identical to the
candidate ranking formula of Equation (4) in [15]. For this
reason, so as to include a state-of-the art baseline in our experiments, the first document weighting model we apply is based
on language modelling. In language modelling, the probability
P(djQ) of a document d being generated by a query Q is estimated as follows [20]:
scoreðd; QÞ / PðdjQÞ ¼

PðdÞ  PðQjdÞ
;
PðQÞ

ð4Þ

where P(d) is the document prior probability, for which we use
a uniform prior. P(Q) can be ignored since it does not depend
on the documents and, therefore, does not affect the ranking of
documents. score(d, Q) is given by [20]


lLM  tf  Tok
;
log 1 þ
scoreðd; QÞ ¼
ð1  lLM Þ  F  l
t[Q
X

EXPERT SEARCH

collection. The query term weight qtw is given by qtf/qtfmax.
qtf is the query term frequency. qtfmax is the maximum
query term frequency among the query terms.
The normalised term frequency tfn is given by the so-called
Normalisation 2 from the DFR framework:


avg l
tfn ¼ tf  log2 1 þ c 
l

1 
tfn
tfn log2
qtw 
scoreðd; QÞ ¼
tfn
þ
1
l
t[Q
X


þ ðl  tfnÞ  log2 e þ 0:5  log2 ð2p  tfnÞ ;
ð6Þ
where l is the mean and variance of a Poisson distribution. It is
given by l ¼ F/N. F is the frequency of the query term in the
collection and N is the number of documents in the whole

ðc . 0Þ;

ð7Þ

where tf is the term frequency of the term t in document d
and l is the length of the document. avg_l is the average document length in the whole collection. c is the hyper-parameter
that controls the normalisation applied to the term frequency
with respect to the document length. The default value is
c ¼ 1.0 (see [19]).
The DLH13 document weighting model is a generalisation
of the parameter-free hypergeometric DFR model in a binomial case [31, 32]. The hypergeometric model assumes that
the document is a sample, and the population is from the
collection. For the DLH13 document weighting model, the
relevance score of a document d for a query Q is given by
(variables are as above)



X qtw
tf  avg l N
 log2

scoreðd; QÞ ¼
tf þ 0:5
l
F
t[Q



tf
:
þ 0:5 log2 2ptf 1 
l

ð5Þ

where lLM is the Jelinek – Mercer hyper-parameter between 0
and 1, tf is the term frequency of query term t in a document d,
l is the length of document d, that is the number of tokens in
the document, F is the term frequency of query term t in the
collection and Tok is the total number of tokens in the collection. Following [20], we set lLM ¼ 0.15. We denote this document weighting model as LM.
The remaining two weighting models tested are from the
Divergence from randomness (DFR) framework [19]. The
first of these, PL2, is robust and performs particularly well
for tasks requiring high early-precision [30]. For the PL2
model, the relevance score of a document d for a query Q is
given by
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ð8Þ

In the following section, we evaluate the voting techniques
across the three document weighting models detailed above,
for the expert search tasks of the TREC 2005 and TREC
2006 Enterprise tracks. Note that the language modelling
and PL2 document weighting models have parameter to tune
(lLM and c, respectively). However, DLH13 has no parameters that require tuning. Indeed, all variables are automatically computed from the collection and query statistics. For
lLM and c, we use the default settings, but note that retrieval
effectiveness could be improved if these were empirically
tuned—for instance, using suitable training data.
3.2.

Evaluation

In order to assess the effectiveness of the voting model as an
approach for expert search, we experiment with the
CombSUM, CombMAX and CombMNZ voting techniques,
across the three document weighting models defined above,
and the four candidate profile sets described in Section
2. Tables 2 and 3 detail the retrieval performance for the
TREC 2005 and TREC 2006 Expert search tasks, respectively.
On analysing these results, we note that performance on TREC
2006 is notably higher than for TREC 2005. This corresponds
to the difficulty of the task, as experienced by all participants
in the corresponding TREC tracks. Indeed, the median MAP
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TABLE 2. Evaluation using the expert search task of TREC 2005 Enterprise track, of three voting techniques, using three different document
weighting models and four candidate profile sets.
Last Name

Full Name

Name and Aliases

Email Address

MAP

P@10

MAP

P@10

MAP

P@10

MAP

P@10

CombSUM
LM
PL2
DLH13

0.0898
0.0835
0.0877

0.1540
0.1520
0.1580

0.1589.
0.1688.
0.1670.

0.2680
0.2660
0.2700

0.1367
0.1336
0.1342

0.2320
0.2100
0.2340

0.1135 ,
0.1172
0.1212

0.2000
0.2200
0.2060

CombMAX
LM
PL2
DLH13

0.1288
0.1370
0.1326

0.1800
0.1660
0.1680

0.1980
0.2247
0.2176

0.2620
0.3020
0.2920

0.1836.
0.1950.
0.1971

0.2400
0.2640
0.2520

0.1110 ,
0.1315
0.1288

0.1980
0.2560
0.2360

CombMNZ
LM
PL2
DLH13

0.0872
0.0812
0.0861

0.1288
0.1460
0.1580

0.1565
0.1652.
0.1633

0.2620
0.2540
0.2640

0.1346
0.1311
0.1323

0.2400
0.2120
0.2280

0.1116 ,
0.1169
0.1187

0.1980
0.2160
0.2080

Retrieval performance is measured using MAP and P@10. Statistical significance, using the Wilcoxon signed rank test, is computed with respect
to the median run of the participating groups of the TREC 2005 Enterprise track are shown (MAP 0.1402): statistically significant improvements
at P  0.05 are denoted .; significant improvements at P  0.01 are denoted . Similarly, statistically significant degradations in MAP are
denoted , and , respectively. The best performance in each row is in bold, and the best in each column is Italicised.

TABLE 3. Evaluation using the expert search task of TREC 2006 Enterprise track, of three voting techniques, using three different document
weighting models and four candidate profile sets.
Last Name

Full Name

Name and Aliases

Email Address

MAP

P@10

MAP

P@10

MAP

P@10

MAP

P@10

CombSUM
LM
PL2
DLH13

0.2630
0.2384
0.2505

0.3286
0.3204
0.3367

0.5084
0.5066
0.5188

0.6184
0.5918
0.6388

0.3924.
0.3727
0.3933.

0.5224
0.4939
0.5184

0.3471
0.3544
0.3709

0.5184
0.5102
0.5367

CombMAX
LM
PL2
DLH13

0.2792
0.2299
0.2727

0.3347
0.2816
0.3367

0.4936
0.5031
0.5190

0.5959
0.5653
0.6245

0.4233.
0.3902
0.4446.

0.5306
0.4490
0.5408

0.3416
0.3617
0.3696

0.5204
0.5429
0.5633

CombMNZ
LM
PL2
DLH13

0.2573
0.2320
0.2509

0.3163
0.3143
0.3327

0.4998
0.5023
0.5133

0.6122
0.5898
0.6327

0.3874
0.3686
0.3886.

0.5143
0.4816
0.5102

0.3437
0.3505
0.3683

0.5102
0.5041
0.5306

Notation as in Table 2. Median run had MAP 0.3412.

for the TREC 2005 task was 0.1402 [3], while for TREC 2006
the median MAP was 0.3412 [4].1 Additionally, using the
Wilcoxon signed rank test, both tables denote statistically significant differences in MAP compared to these median runs.
Examining Tables 2 and 3 in detail, we can make the following observations. First with respect to the document
1

The median runs for P@10 were not provided.

ranking R(Q), across all voting techniques and candidate
profile sets, the choice of document weighting model used to
generate the document ranking overall seems to have little
effect on the quality of the results, as the results in terms of
MAP and P@10 are fairly consistent. This implies that all of
the modern weighting models applied are able to rank documents accurately to the extent that the voting techniques can
infer expertise from the ranking. Secondly, the voting
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techniques perform well as all three can outperform the
median MAP of both TREC 2005 and TREC 2006. Moreover,
the choice of voting technique applied can have a small impact
on the quality of results. In particular, the CombSUM and
CombMNZ techniques appear to have equivalent performance. Noticeable is the good performance of the CombMAX
voting technique, particularly for P@10, even though it does
not take into account the number of votes for a candidate
profile. This shows that the most highly ranked document
for each candidate is a very good indicator of candidates’
expertise.
Finally, the choice of candidate profile set can have a major
impact on the retrieval effectiveness of the generated candidate rankings. In particular, we note that the Full Name set
provides the best performance, in terms of MAP and P@10
for both TREC 2005 and TREC 2006. In most cases, the
improvements in MAP from the median run of that year’s
TREC participants are statistically significant. As expected,
the Last Name set performs on the whole much worse than
the other sets—we hypothesise that the Last Name set is too
noisy, and contains too much misassociated evidence
(false-positives). Moreover, the retrieval performance of
CombMAX is less affected by this candidate profile set than
the other voting techniques, especially for the TREC 2005
topics. This can be explained, as CombMAX only takes into
account one item from each candidate’s profile, and hence
this noise affects it to a lesser extent than the other voting techniques. For the Email Address set, which is the smallest candidate profile set because it only contains is smaller, and only
matches documents containing candidate email addresses—it
appears that this set misses vital evidence of the candidate’s
expertise that is expressed in documents which only contain
the candidate names. Hence, as expected, this set does not
exhibit any significant improvements from the median runs,
and does, on a few occasions, exhibit some significant degradations. On the other hand, we hypothesise that the Name and
Aliases set must contain too many false-positives, caused by
the variations of candidate names matching documents incorrectly. Only some settings show significant improvements
from the median runs for this profile set. Overall, the Full
Name candidate profile set performs best across both tasks,
weighting models and fusion techniques.
As mentioned above, the large difference between the
retrieval performance between the TREC 2005 and TREC
2006 tasks is expected: for the TREC 2005 expert search
task, which was seen as a pilot task [3], the ground truth
was taken from the W3C working groups. In contrast, for
TREC 2006 each suggested candidate by a system was
assessed for having relevant expertise, by looking for documents which supported those conclusions. Hence, the TREC
2006 contained a fuller assessment of all the candidates provided by systems. This explains the higher retrieval accuracy
figures seen for the TREC 2006 task by all participating
systems.

EXPERT SEARCH
3.3.
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Conclusions

From the results in Tables 2 and 3, we can surmise that good
indicators of expertise of a candidate seem to be the number
of documents in the candidate’s profile retrieved for a query
(number of votes), and the relative magnitude of the retrieval
scores in the candidate’s profile (strength of votes). Indeed,
the strongly performing CombMNZ combines both these
indicators, while the CombMAX focuses on the most strongly
voting documents.
In terms of weighting models, all weighting models
performed similarly, without the need to tune any of their parameters, particularly on the best–performing Full Name candidate profile set. For the remainder of this article, we concentrate
only on the PL2 weighting model, because the use of PL2
allows flexibilities, such as the application of candidate length
normalisation, the use of document structure and of term proximity information, as will be shown in Sections 4 and 5.
Overall, we have shown that the proposed approach using
the voting techniques can be effectively applied to expert
search. Indeed, the retrieval performances exhibited in
Table 2 would have been placed as a third group at TREC
2005, while for TREC 2006 the results would have been
placed at the level of the second group.2 Note, however, that
these techniques do not take any collection- or topic-specific
heuristics into account. Moreover, no parameters have been
trained to maximise accuracy.

4.

NORMALISING CANDIDATES VOTES

While the voting approach produces effective expert search
retrieval, we hypothesise that it can be biased towards candidates with many associated documents: the more documents
that are associated with a candidate (a large profile), the
more likely that the candidate is to receive a vote from the
document ranking by chance. This is because a large candidate
profile is more likely to have misassociated documents, that
cause the candidate to be incorrectly retrieved.
Similarly, to the introduction of document length normalisation in document retrieval models, we normalise candidates
that have long profiles, in order to prevent them from gaining
too many votes from the document ranking by chance.
In this work, we adapt a classical document length normalisation technique, Normalisation 2 from the DFR framework
[19] [see Equation (7)], and integrate it into the voting
model for expert search.
Important to Normalisation 2 is the definition of length. In
this work, we experiment with two methods of measuring
the size of candidate profiles: first, by the number of tokens
in the candidate profile (total term occurrences); and, secondly, by measuring the profile size as the number of
2

To provide a comparable basis, the ranking of submitted runs is performed for automatic runs using only the title field of the topics.
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associated documents with the candidate. The first of these is a
more accurate measure of the length of the profile, as documents within a profile can have varying lengths. However,
all the weighting models applied in this task take into
account document length; therefore the generated document
ranking should have no bias towards documents of short or
long length. Hence, we also experiment with measuring the
length of profiles in terms of documents.
To apply candidate-length normalisation to the voting
model, we alter the score of a candidate score_cand(C, Q),
as follows:
score candNorm2 ðC; QÞ ¼

avg l pro 
score candðC; QÞ  log2 1 þ c pro 
;
l pro

ð9Þ

where avg_l_pro is the average length of all candidate profiles,
and l_pro is the length of the profile of candidate C. Both
avg_l_pro and l_pro can be counted either in terms of
tokens, or in terms of documents. cpro is a hyper-parameter
controlling the amount of candidate profile length normalisation applied (cpro . 0). The higher the value of cpro, the less
normalisation is applied to score_cand(C, Q). As with Amati
[19], we suggest that cpro ¼ 1 is a good initial setting. Note
that a smaller cpro value will penalise larger profiles more.
In the following sections, we evaluate the candidate length
normalisation by applying it to all our voting techniques, and
across the four candidate profile sets we created in Section
2. Moreover, we experiment with varying the value assigned
to cpro, to assess what effect this has on retrieval performance.
4.1.

Evaluation

If the baseline uses the voting technique is called M, say, then
MNorm2T denotes the use of the voting technique M in conjunction with candidate length normalisation applied using
Equation (9) calculated using the total number of tokens in
the documents associated to the profile as the measure of the
profile size. Similarly, MNorm2D denotes when Normalisation 2 is applied using the number of documents as the
measure of profile size. Tables 4 and 5 present the experiments
made by applying Normalisation 2 as candidate length normalisation, to both the TREC 2005 and TREC 2006 expert
search tasks. Our baselines (using the PL2 document weighting model) are the equivalent runs from Tables 2 and 3
without any normalisation applied.
On analysing Tables 4 and 5, the following can be observed.
First, the benefit of candidate length normalisation is different
across the voting techniques applied. In particular, for the
TREC 2005 setting, CombSUM overall performs best with the
application of candidate length normalisation using the number
of documents in a profile (Norm2D), with the exception of
Last Name. For the TREC 2006 data, Norm2T is better than
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Norm2D than Norm2D for CombSUM, though it is better not
to apply any normalisation for the Full Name and Email
Address candidate profile sets.
Similarly to CombSUM, CombMNZ performs better using
Norm2D for TREC 2005 (with the exception of P@10 for Last
Name), while Norm2T is better than Norm2D on the TREC
2006 topics, although again it is better not to apply any normalisation for the Full Name and Email Address candidate
profile sets.
In contrast to CombSUM and CombMNZ, the CombMAX
voting technique almost always works best with no normalisation applied (the only exception here is P@10 for Last Name
on the TREC 2005 topics; however, the improvement in
applying normalisation is not significant). Note that this is
expected, as CombMAX can only receive at most one vote
from the document ranking, and hence, the application of candidate length normalisation for this technique is unnecessary,
because large candidate profiles have less chance to overinfluence the ranking of candidates. In particular, the results for
CombSUM and CombMNZ with normalisation applied are
comparable to those of CombMAX without normalisation.
Examining the effect of normalisation across the different
candidate profile sets, we again see a variation between
Tables 4 and 5. While disregarding CombMAX, for the
TREC 2005 topics, all profile sets perform better with candidate length normalisation applied, while for the TREC 2006
topics, only Last Name and Name and Aliases profile sets
show improvement in applying normalisation. It is of interest
that the noisiest profile sets are the ones which improve with
normalisation, and that normalisation is required most for
the voting techniques that are susceptible to profile noise
(CombSUM and CombMNZ).
In contrasting Tables 4 and 5, we note that candidate profile
length normalisation is more important for the TREC 2005
topics than for the TREC 2006 topics.
In particular, for the highest performing candidate profile
set, Full Name, no normalisation is necessary for TREC
2006, and applying any normalisation can result in a serious
impact to the retrieval performance, particularly for the
CombMAX voting technique. These degradations of performance are mostly statistically significant.
Finally, the performance of Norm2D and Norm2T components is overall extremely similar— compared to the base
line, in no case does one form of normalisation benefit retrieval
performance while another hinders. In the next section, we vary
the candidate profile length normalisation parameter, cpro, to see
the effect that this has on the accuracy of the generated candidate ranking, and will investigate further the apparent similarity
between Norm2D and Norm2T.
4.2.

Effect of varying candidate length normalisation

In this section, we observe the effect of the candidate profile
normalisation component, by measuring MAP as the cpro
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TABLE 4. Evaluation on the expert search task of the TREC 2005 Enterprise track, of the use of candidate profile length normalisation in
expert search.
Last Name

Full Name
P@10

Name and Aliases

Email Address

MAP

P@10

MAP

MAP

P@10

MAP

P@10

CombSUM
CombSUMNorm2T
CombSUMNorm2D

0.0835
0.1981
0.1911

0.1520
0.3340
0.3280

0.1688
0.2108
0.2221.

0.2660
0.3300
0.3500

0.1336
0.2113
0.2233

0.2100
0.3320
0.3400

0.1172
0.1333.
0.1369.

0.2200
0.2700
0.2900.

CombMAX
CombMAXNorm2T
CombMAXNorm2D

0.1370
0.0929 ,
0.0863

0.1660
0.1780
0.1660

0.2247
0.1182
0.1277

0.3020
0.1980
0.2080

0.1950
0.1140
0.1178

0.2640
0.1960 ,
0.1960 ,

0.1315
0.0851
0.0860 ,

0.2560
0.2120
0.2200

CombMNZ
CombMNZNorm2T
CombMNZNorm2D

0.0812
0.1574
0.1600

0.1460
0.2520
0.2460

0.1652
0.1987.
0.2200

0.2540
0.3000.
0.3320

0.1311
0.1908
0.2052

0.2120
0.3060
0.3260

0.1169
0.1350
0.1362

0.2160
0.2400
0.2700

We test two forms of normalisation, namely normalisation in terms of tokens (Norm2T), and in terms of documents (Norm2D), with three
voting techniques, across four different candidate profile sets. For each setting, the baseline (without normalisation) from Table 2 is given.
Retrieval performance is measured using MAP and P@10. Statistically significant improvements from the baseline at P  0.05 are denoted .;
significant improvements at p  0.01 are denoted . Similarly, statistically significant degradations from the baseline are denoted , and ,
respectively. The best performance for each setting is in bold, and the best in each column is italicised.

TABLE 5. Evaluation on the expert search task of the TREC 2006 Enterprise track, of the use of candidate profile length normalisation in
expert search.
Last Name
MAP

Full Name

Name and Aliases

Email Address

P@10

MAP

P@10

MAP

P@10

MAP

P@10

CombSUM
CombSUMNorm2T
CombSUMNorm2D

0.2384
0.3340
0.2939.

0.3204
0.4571
0.4082.

0.5066
0.3641
0.3389

0.5918
0.4592
0.4204

0.3727
0.3904
0.3430 ,

0.4939
0.4898
0.4224 ,

0.3544
0.3011
0.2775

0.5102
0.4490 ,
0.4184

CombMAX
CombMAXNorm2T
CombMAXNorm2D

0.2299
0.0699
0.0626

0.2816
0.1286
0.1204

0.5031
0.1159
0.1237

0.5653
0.1429
0.1306

0.3902
0.1058
0.1095

0.4490
0.1510
0.1347

0.3617
0.2083
0.2001

0.5429
0.2898
0.2776

CombMNZ
CombMNZNorm2T
CombMNZNorm2D

0.2320
0.3505
0.3250

0.3143
0.4592
0.4388

0.5023
0.4731
0.4498 ,

0.5898
0.5694
0.5388

0.3686
0.4590
0.4271

0.4816
0.5531
0.5224

0.3505
0.3416
0.3249

0.5041
0.4939
0.4898

We test two forms of normalisation, namely normalisation in terms of tokens (Norm2T), and in terms of documents (Norm2D), with three
voting techniques, across four different candidate profile sets. For each setting, the baseline (without normalisation) from Table 3 is given.
Notation is as in Table 4.

value is varied. Figures 2 – 4 show the MAP for the
CombSUM, CombMAX and CombMNZ voting techniques,
when either Norm2D or Norm2T is applied. All four candidate
profile sets are experimented with. Note that for Normalisation
2, the c parameters have effect on exponential scale; therefore,
to cover the parameter space with the minimum number of
settings, the x-axis of each figure is in log scale.
The figures allow us to draw the following observations:
length normalisation is desirable for the CombSUM voting
techniques on the TREC 2005 data (Fig. 2a), as a definite
peak in performance is reached for most profile sets in this

figure. In Fig. 4a, when CombMNZ is applied on the TREC
2005 data, the smallest cpro is most desirable, showing that
candidate length normalisation is important for this voting
technique in this setting. In particular, this infers that the
number of votes evidence is not desirable for the TREC
2005 task, and it would be better to apply the CombSUM
voting technique in this setting, because the small cpro
values are balancing out the effect of the kR(Q) > profile(C)k
component in CombMNZ. In contrast, for the other four settings, i.e., Figs 2b, 3 and 4b, MAP increases as the cpro
value is increased, that is, as less candidate profile length
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FIGURE 2. The MAP retrieval accuracy of CombSUM voting technique when varying amounts of candidate length normalisation components
(cpro) are applied. Both forms of candidate length normalisation are tested (Norm2D and Norm2T) over the four candidate profile sets.

FIGURE 3. The MAP retrieval accuracy of CombMAX voting technique when varying amounts of candidate length normalisation components
(cpro) are applied. Both forms of candidate length normalisation are tested (Norm2D and Norm2T) over the four candidate profile sets.

normalisation is applied. The reason that candidate length normalisation appears incompatible with CombMAX is explained
above, while for CombSUM and CombMNZ on the TREC
2006 data, we can infer that number of votes evidence is
useful, and hence it is better not to apply candidate length
normalisation.
The final observation from the figures is that the plot lines
for different forms of normalisation are paired and parallel,
that is, a line representing Norm2D in a given setting is
usually very similar to the line representing Norm2T. From
this observation, we can conclude that both forms of candidate
length normalisation are roughly equivalent, and any differences in retrieval performance between the two can be eliminated by a slight variance of the cpro parameter. This suggests
that both ways of measuring candidate length are correlated,
and hence, for this collection, there is no variance in the
average document lengths of the documents in each

candidate’s profile, thus making candidate length normalisation unnecessary. Indeed Spearman’s r on the Full Name candidate profile set shows 0.97 correlation between the number
of documents in a profile and the number of tokens.
4.3.

Conclusions

In conclusion, we have seen that candidate length normalisation is necessary in some settings to improve the retrieval performance of some voting techniques, under certain noisy
conditions. In particular, the evaluation showed that normalisation is more useful on the more difficult TREC 2005 topics
than on the TREC 2006 ones. Moreover, TREC 2005 topics
perform best with length normalisation in terms of documents,
while for TREC 2006, length normalisation in terms of tokens
is more effective, but only for noisy candidate profile sets
and when CombMAX is not applied. We conclude that it is
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FIGURE 4. The MAP retrieval accuracy of CombMNZ voting technique when varying amounts of candidate length normalisation components
(cpro) are applied. Both forms of candidate length normalisation are tested (Norm2D and Norm2T) over the four candidate profile sets.

important to take length normalisation into account in the
voting model, as it can massively improve the performance
of some voting techniques, particularly when inaccurate or
noisy candidate profile sets are applied.
In the remaining experiments in this paper, we use the Full
Name profile set, as this is the best performing setting. For this
set, no normalisation is usually needed, particularly on TREC
2006. Moreover, this profile set gives the best results across all
voting techniques, good document weighting models and
tasks, and hence is a good baseline for use in the rest of this
article.

5.

IMPROVING THE DOCUMENT RANKING

In the proposed voting model for expert search, the accuracy
of the retrieved list of candidates is dependent on two features:
the manner in which the votes from the documents in the document ranking R(Q) are combined, and the document ranking
R(Q). In Sections 3 and 4, we investigated different ways in
which document votes could be combined, into a ranking of
candidates. In contrast, this section investigates the relative
benefit of applying to an expert search system three document
retrieval techniques that normally improve the effectiveness of
a document search engine.
In terms of the voting techniques described above, the accuracy of the generated ranking of candidates is dependent on
how well the document ranking R(Q) ranks documents associated with relevant candidates—we call this the quality of the
document ranking. Relevant candidates should have a mix
of highly ranked documents that are about the topic (strong
votes) or written prolifically around the topic (number of
votes). We have no way of measuring the ‘quality’ of the
document ranking directly, so instead we vary the document
ranking and evaluate the accuracy of the generated ranking

of candidates to draw conclusions about the type of retrieval
techniques that should be deployed. We naturally hypothesise
that applying retrieval techniques that typically increase the
precision and/or recall of a normal document IR system will
increase the quality of the document ranking in the expert
search system, and hence will increase the performance of
the generated candidate ranking.
In Section 3, we saw that the choice of document weighting
model applied to generate the document ranking R(Q) has little
effect on the overall candidate ranking. In this section, we
further test our document ranking hypothesis by applying three
techniques, which we believe will increase the quality of the
document ranking.
First, the structure of HTML documents in Web and Enterprise settings can bring additional information to an IR
system—for instance, does the term occur in the title or
content of the document, in an emphasised tag (such as
kH1l), or does it occur in the anchor text of the incoming
hyperlinks to the documents. We know that taking into
account the structure of documents can allow increased precision for document retrieval [27], particularly on the W3C
collection [33]. Hence, we apply a field-based weighting
model from the DFR framework, to take the structure of
each document into account when ranking the documents.
For instance, this model allows the higher scoring of documents where query terms occur in the title or anchor text of
the incoming hyperlinks of the documents, than when they
occur in the content of the document alone. By taking the
structure of the document into account, we expect to see a
higher document ranking, particularly with more on-topic
documents at the top of the document ranking.
Secondly, we use a novel information-theoretic model,
based on the DFR framework, for incorporating the dependence and proximity of query terms in the documents. We
believe that query terms will occur close to each other in
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on-topic documents, and by modelling this co-occurrence and
proximity of the query terms, we can increase the quality of
the document ranking, by ranking these on-topic documents
higher in the document ranking R(Q). A high-quality document ranking will be aggregated into an accurate ranking of
candidates.
Thirdly, we investigate the use of query expansion in the
expert search setting. Query expansion describes the process
of implicit relevance feedback, where a ranking is improved
by assuming that some of the top-ranked items are relevant,
known as the pseudo-relevant set. Additional query terms are
then extracted from the top-ranked documents and added to
the initial query. By rerunning the initial query, recall is
improved, as relevant documents not containing the initial
query terms are retrieved. Meanwhile, precision is also
increased, as the query terms are re-weighted to bring the document ranking closer to the general topic area of the query. In
applying query expansion to the document ranking R(Q), we
hope to bring more on-topic documents into and higher ranked
in the document ranking, therefore increasing its quality for
the expert search techniques.
In the following sections, we detail the retrieval-enhancing
techniques deployed, explain the experiments carried out and
present experimental results for each test of the hypothesis.

5.1.

Field-based document weighting model

A field-based weighting model takes into account separately
the influence of a term in a field of a document (e.g., in the
title, content, H1 tag or even in the anchor text of the incoming
hyperlinks). Such a model was suggested by Robertson et al.
[34], where the weighted term frequencies from each field
were combined before being used in ranking. Robertson
found this to be superior to the postretrieval combination of
scores of weighting models applied on different fields.
However, as found by Zaragoza et al. [35], the distribution
of term occurrences varies across different fields. They
found that a combination of the frequencies of a term in the
various fields is best performed after the document length normalisation component of the weighting model is applied.
Similarly, we use a field-based weighting model called
PL2F, which is a derivative of the document weighting
model PL2 [Equation (6) in Section 3]. In the PL2F model,
the document length normalisation step is altered to take a
more fine-grained account of the distribution of query term
occurrences in the different fields. The so-called Normalisation 2 [Equation (7)] is replaced with Normalisation 2F [32,
36], so that the normalised term frequency tfn corresponds
to the weighted sum of the normalised term frequencies tff
for each used field f:
tfn ¼

X
f


wf  tf f  log2

avg lf
1 þ cf 
lf

ðcf . 0Þ; ð10Þ

I. OUNIS

where cf is a hyper-parameter for each field controlling the term
frequency normalisation, and the contribution of the field is
controlled by the weight wf. Together, cf and wf control how
much impact term occurrences in a field have on the final
ranking of documents. tff is the term frequency of term t in
field f of document d, and lf is the number of tokens in field f
of the document. avg_lf is the average length of the field in
the collection. Having defined Normalisation 2F, the PL2
model [Equation (6)], can be extended to PL2F by using Normalisation 2F [Equation (10)] to calculate tfn.
In the following, we compare the retrieval performance of
the generated ranking of candidates, when PL2 and PL2F are
used to rank documents in the document ranking R(Q). The
field we apply are content, title and anchor text of incoming
hyperlinks. However, the additional parameters in the PL2F
weighting model, compared to PL2 (i.e. cf and wf for each
field), mean that the weighting models required training to
set them to appropriate values. Due to the lack of availability
of representative training data for TREC 2005, we use the parameter values for cf and wf trained to maximise MAP using the
TREC 2005 topics (as in [5]), and then test using the TREC
2006 topics. Moreover, to provide a comparable baseline, we
also train the c parameter of PL2. Table 6 shows the accuracy
of the ranking of candidate generated when using PL2 or PL2F,
compared across three different voting techniques, all using the
Full Name candidate profile set. In this table, PL2/default
denotes the default c ¼ 1 setting of PL2, PL2/trained denotes
when the c parameter has been trained using the TREC 2005
topics, and PL2F/trained denotes when the cf and wf parameters have been trained using the TREC 2005 topics.
From the results in Table 6, we can see that the retrieval performance of PL2F is better for both MAP and P@10 measures,
on both the TREC 2005 and TREC 2006 tasks. However, the
gain for TREC 2005 is larger than the gain for TREC 2006,
and there is no statistically significant improvement for
TREC 2006. First, this is because the model has been overfitted to maximise MAP on the TREC 2005 topics, so its
good performance here is expected. Moreover, we suspect
that the training from [5] (on the TREC 2005 task) is not sufficiently representative for the easier TREC 2006 task. It is
noticeable that the when the c parameter of PL2 is trained
on the 2005 topics, this can result in a degradation compared
to the default c ¼ 1 in the 2006 topics. However, the relative
weighting of the importance of the fields seems to be consistent between the topic sets, as the fields setting trained on the
2005 topics always increases retrieval performance on the
TREC 2006 topics. Moreover, if more representative training
existed, we would expect a larger, statistically significant
margin of improvement on the TREC 2006 task.
5.2.



AND

Term dependence

When more than one query term occurs in a document, it is
more likely to be relevant to a query than if a single query
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TABLE 6. Applying the field-based model PL2F, to enhance the quality of the document ranking R(Q).
CombSUM

CombMAX

CombMNZ

MAP

P@10

MAP

P@10

MAP

P@10

TREC 2005
PL2/default
PL2/trained
PL2F/trained

0.1688
0.1698
0.1805.

0.2660
0.2660
0.2920

0.2247
0.2352
0.2760

0.3020
0.3320
0.3980

0.1652
0.1669
0.1673

0.2540
0.2540
0.2560

TREC 2006
PL2/default
PL2/trained
PL2F/trained

0.5066
0.5042
0.5085

0.5918
0.5918
0.6082

0.5031
0.4922
0.5048

0.5653
0.5612
0.5918

0.5023
0.4997
0.5048

0.5898
0.5878
0.6000

Results are shown for the TREC 2005 and TREC 2006 expert search tasks, for MAP and P@10. PL2/default denotes the default c ¼ 1
setting of PL2, PL2/trained denotes when the c parameter has been trained using the TREC 2005 topics, and PL2F/trailed denotes when the
cf and wf parameters have been trained using the TREC 2005 topics. Statistically significant improvements from the baseline at P  0.05 are
denoted .; significant improvements at P  0.01 are denoted . The best retrieval performance in each setting is emphasised.

term appears. Moreover, it has been shown that when query
terms occur near to each other in a document—in proximity—it can be a further indicator of relevance [37]. Such
term dependence and proximities can also be modelled using
the DFR framework, by using document weighting models
that capture the probability of the occurrence of pairs of
query terms in the document and the collection [38]. Following [39], the term dependence weighting models are based on
the probability that two terms should occur within a given
proximity. The introduced weighting models assign scores to
pairs of query terms, in addition to the single query terms.
The score of a document d for a query Q is given as follows:
scorep ðd; QÞ ¼ scoreðd; QÞ þ

X

scoreðd; pÞ;

a classical document weighting model is that the former
employs counts of occurrences of the query term pairs in a
document, while the latter depends only on the counts of
occurrences of each query term.
For example, applying term dependence and proximity with
the weighting model PL2 [see Equations (6), (7)] results in a
new version of PL2, denoted pPL2, where the prefix p
stands for proximity. pPL2 estimates score(d, p) as follows:
scoreðd; pÞ ¼


1
tfn
pfn  log2
pfn þ 1
lp


þ ðl  pfnÞ  log2 e þ 0:5  log2 ð2p  tfn ;
ð13Þ

ð11Þ

p[Q2

where score(d, t) is the score assigned to a query term t in the
document d with respect to query Q, score (d, p) is the score
assigned to a query term pair P from Q2, which is the set
that contains all the possible combinations of two query
terms. In Equation (11), the score, score(d, Q) is the existing
score of the document, calculated using single query terms,
such as by PL2 [Equation (6)]. The score(d, p) of a query
term pair in a document is computed as follows [38]:
scoreðd; pÞ ¼  log2 ðP p1 Þ  ð1  P p2 Þ;

ð12Þ

where Pp1 corresponds to the probability that there is a document in which a pair of query terms p occurs a given number
of times. Pp1 can be computed with any DFR model, such as
the Poisson approximation to the binomial distribution. Pp2
corresponds to the probability of seeing the query term pair
p once more, after having seen it a given number of times.
Pp2 can be computed using any of the after-effect models in
the DFR framework. The difference between score(d, p) and

where lp ¼ Fp/N. Fp corresponds to the number of documents
in which the pair of query terms p appears within dist terms of
each other, and N is the number of documents in the whole collection. pfn is the normalised frequency of a query term pair
occurring in document d, calculated using Normalisation 2
[Equation (7)]. The occurrence of a query term pair p in a
document d is counted as the number of windows of size
dist that contain the pair of query terms p. As suggested by
Lioma et al. in [38], we use dist = 5.
We apply the term dependence model to the document
ranking, using the PL2 weighting model with default setting
c ¼ 1 as the baseline. Again, we test across three voting techniques and using the Full Name candidate profile set. Table 7
presents the results for the TREC 2005 and TREC 2006 expert
search tasks. On analysing the results, we can see that the
retrieval performance, in terms of MAP and P@10, of the
baselines is improved when the term dependence model is
applied, for both the TREC 2005 and 2006 expert search
tasks, regardless of the voting technique applied. In particular,
there are statistically significant gains in P@10 in five out of
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TABLE 7. Applying the term dependence model pPL2 to increase the quality of the document ranking R(Q).
CombSUM
MAP

CombMAX

CombMNZ

P@10

MAP

P@10

MAP

P@10

TREC 2005
PL2/default (baseline)
þ term dependence pPL2

0.1688
0.1934

0.2660
0.3040.

0.2247
0.2441

0.3020
0.3360

0.1652
0.1883

0.2540
0.2920.

TREC 2006
PL2/default (baseline)
þ term dependence pPL2

0.5066
0.5382

0.5918
0.6429

0.5031
0.5226

0.5653
0.6224

0.5023
0.5257

0.5898
0.6286.

The baseline, denoted PL2/default, uses the PL2 weighting model with default setting c ¼ 1. Results are shown for the TREC 2005 and
TREC 2006 expert search tasks, for MAP and P@10. Statistically significant improvements from the baseline at P0.05 are denoted .;
significant improvements at P0.01 are denoted . The best retrieval performance in each setting is emphasised.

six settings (P  0.05), and there are significant improvements
in MAP and P@10 for CombSUM on the TREC 2006 topics
(P  0.01). Although the increases in performance shown by
CombMAX are substantial (only significant in one case),
these increases are expected, as the influence of term dependence is likely to affect the highest part of the ranking,
which is where CombMAX is most affected. Overall, we conclude that the application of query term proximity evidence to
the document ranking can enhance the retrieval accuracy of
the generated ranking of candidates.
In summary, it appears that the use of the term dependence
model to improve the quality of the document ranking can
improve the accuracy of the generated candidate ranking,
and significantly improve the high precision of candidate
ranking. In particular, it appears that applying term dependence brings new evidence, and is more likely to improve
the accuracy of an expert search system than the inclusion
of document structure evidence such as a fields-based weighting model.
Like Web IR, we believe expert search to be a high precision task—a user is unlikely to contact all experts retrieved
for a query to ask for assistance, and instead will concentrate
on the most highly ranked experts. It should be noted that for
the best setting (CombSUM þ Term dependence on TREC
2006, MAP 0.5382), the average reciprocal rank of the first
relevant expert is 0.9167, and a relevant expert is ranked
first for 87% of queries (Success at rank 1).
Indeed this level of performance would have ranked
between the first and second groups at the TREC 2006
expert search task.

5.3.

Document-centric query expansion

In this section, we examine whether the application of query
expansion can be used to increase the quality of the document
ranking. Query expansion describes the process where a few
top items in a ranking are assumed to be relevant to the

query (known as the pseudo-relevant set). The IR system
can then make use of the term occurrence information in the
pseudo-relevant set to expand the query with new query
terms. By rerunning using the improved query, a new
ranking is created, typically with higher precision and recall.
In applying query expansion in expert search, we assume
that the top-ranked documents in the document ranking R(Q)
contain relevant information to the topic, and hence are
good indicators of expertise [40]. We can then apply automatic
relevance feedback, in the form of query expansion, to generate an expanded query. We hypothesise that by regenerating
the document ranking R(Q) using the expanded query, we
should have more highly ranked documents that are about
the topic of interest. Then, aggregating the votes for candidates from this improved ranking of documents should result
in a more accurate ranking of candidates. We call this form
of query expansion as document-centric query expansion,
because it acts purely on the document ranking.
Terrier [28, 29] deploys several DFR models for weighting
query terms for the purpose of query expansion. We use the
Bo1 term weighting model, which is based on Bose – Einstein
statistics and is similar to Rocchio [19]. In Bo1, the informativeness w(t) of a term t is given by

wðtÞ ¼ tfx  log2


1 þ Pn
þ log2 ð1 þ Pn Þ;
Pn

ð14Þ

where tfx is the frequency of the term in the pseudo-relevant
set, and Pn is given by F/N. F is the term frequency of the
query term in the whole collection, and N is the number of
documents in the collection.
The top exp_term informative terms are identified from the
top exp_doc ranked documents, and these are added to the
query (exp_term  1, exp_doc  2). We use the default
setting for these parameters, that is, exp_doc ¼ 3 and
exp_term ¼ 10, as suggested by Amati [19] after extensive
experiments. Finally, the query term frequency qtw of an
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TABLE 8. Applying document-centric query expansion to increase
the quality of the document ranking R(Q).
CombSUM
MAP

CombMAX

P@10 MAP

P@10

CombMNZ
MAP

P@10

TREC 2005
PL2 baseline 0.1688
0.2660 0.2247 0.3020
0.1652 0.2540
þ QE
0.1818. 0.2860 0.2465 0.3360. 0.1760 0.2820
TREC 2006
PL2 baseline 0.5066
þ QE
0.5074

0.5918 0.5031 0.5653
0.6020 0.4904 0.5694

0.5023 0.5898
0.5008 0.6061

The baseline, denoted PL2/default, uses the PL2 weighting model
with default setting c ¼ 1. Results are shown for the TREC 2005
and TREC 2006 expert search tasks, for mean average precision
(MAP) and precision @ 10 (P@10). Statistically significant
improvements from the baseline at P  0.05 are denoted ..

expanded query term is given by
qtw ¼ qtw þ

wðtÞ
;
wmax ðtÞ

ð15Þ

where wmax(t) is the maximum w(t) of the expanded query
terms. qtw is initially 0 if the query term was not in the original
query.
We experiment with applying document-centric query
expansion on both the TREC 2005 and 2006 expert search
tasks. Our baseline document ranking is created using the
PL2 document weighting model, using the default setting
c ¼ 1, as in Tables 2 and 3. Similarly to before, we experiment
with query expansion across three voting techniques and using
the Full Name candidate profile set. Table 8 details the results
of the experiments using document-centric query expansion.
According to the results, we can see that applying documentcentric query expansion affects retrieval performance on both
tasks. For TREC 2005, the retrieval performance is enhanced
for all voting techniques, for both MAP and P@10 measures—
in some cases these improvements are significant. For TREC
2006, P@10 is always enhanced, but there is a slight drop in
MAP for the CombMAX and CombMNZ voting techniques.
We conclude that document-centric query expansion can be
applied for improving the quality of the document ranking.
However, the disappointing improvements in retrieval performance lead us to conclude that perhaps the default query
expansion parameters of exp_doc ¼ 3 and exp_term ¼ 10 as
suggested by Amati are not ideal in the expert search
setting, to provide a high quality document ranking. In [40],
we examined in detail the effect on retrieval performance of
varying the exp doc and exp term parameters. Indeed, for
the experimental setting applied in that paper (DLH13 DFR
weighting model combined with the expCombMNZ voting
technique), the best setting achieved on the TREC 2006
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topics was MAP 0.5799, a marked increase over the default
setting of query expansion in that paper. Again, this level of
performance would have ranked between the first and
second groups at the TREC 2006 expert search task. To conclude, these experiments suggest that query expansion can
be used in some way to improve the accuracy of an expert
search system. It is of note that we have since investigated
the query expansion problem in expert search in more detail,
and proposed several hybrid query expansion techniques that
improve expert search system accuracy in the expert search
task [41].
5.4.

Conclusions

In conclusion, we have examined three techniques for improving the retrieval performance of the underlying ranking of
documents used by the expert search model account. These
were the use of a field-based weighting model to take into
account a more refined account of the distribution of query
terms in the structured documents; the use of a term dependence model that takes into account the co-occurrence and
proximity of query terms in the documents; and lastly, the
application of query expansion on the document ranking.
All of these techniques demonstrated potential to increase
the accuracy of the expert search system, in terms of MAP
and/or P@10. If representative training data were available
for both tasks, it is likely that the retrieval accuracy would
increase further. In particular, from the experiments conducted, it seems that the use of term dependence brings the
largest increase in retrieval accuracy, however, given a
proper setting, the application of query expansion may also
yield marked improvements in retrieval performance.
Finally, applying all three techniques at oncethat is, fieldsbased weighting model, query expansion and term dependencefurther enhances retrieval performance: on the TREC 2006
task, using the voting technique CombSUM, an MAP of
0.5417 was achieved (P@10 0.6612). This is better than the
second ranked group s runs at TREC 2006, and hence is comparable to the state-of-the-art. Comparing to the best group s
runs at TREC 2006, it is apparent that this final boost in performance (MAP 0.5947 [4]) was achieved by using appropriately sized windowing of query terms and candidate
occurrences, thus considering expertise evidence on a less
granular level than the individual documents of each
candidate’s profile [17]. This increases the quality of the candidate profile, which as demonstrated in this article, is an
important factor in the performance of an expert search
system. We plan to adapt our profile set to take into account
this fine-grained evidence, the use of which does not change
the proposed voting model.
We conclude that state-of-the-art techniques can be successfully applied to increase the quality of the document ranking,
and hence improve the accuracy of the generated ranking of
candidates. Moreover, all the techniques applied to increase
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the quality of the document ranking had the effect of increasing the high precision, such as P@10, of the generated ranking
of candidates. This is important, as we believe that expert
search is a high precision task: user satisfaction is likely to
be correlated with a high precision measure such as P@10,
as they will select a candidate in the top 10 results,
say, rather than contacting each suggested expert in a list
of 100.

6. CONCLUSIONS
Expert search is an important task in enterprise environments.
This article describes the voting model for expert search, to
accurately rank candidates with respect to their estimated
expertise to a query.
In the voting model, the ranking of documents with respect
to the query (denoted R(Q)) is considered to contain implicit
information about the expertise of candidates. We see this as
implicit votes by documents to their associated candidates.
We model this information using a selection of voting techniques to combine the votes of documents into an accurate
ranking of candidates.
The voting model is flexible, as it can take as input, the output
of any normal document search engine that gives a ranking of
documents in response to a query. In this work, we selected
three state-of-the-art document weighting models to generate
the underlying document ranking. Moreover, many techniques
can be applied to generate the candidate document associations
(candidate profile sets). Furthermore, numerous voting techniques can be applied to aggregate the votes by the documents
for the candidates. Additionally, normalisation can be optionally applied to prevent any bias in the candidate ranking to candidates with large profiles.
We thoroughly evaluated several voting techniques in the
context of the expert search tasks of the TREC 2005 and
2006 Enterprise tracks. To assess the effectiveness and robustness of the techniques, we experimented over four candidate
profile sets and three state-of-the-art statistically different
document weighting models.
The results show that the proposed voting model is effective
when using appropriate voting techniques and appropriate
candidate document associations. The most successful techniques integrate one or more of the following features: the
most highly ranked documents, or even just the single
highest ranked document (strong vote(s)), and the number of
retrieved documents from the profile (number of votes). Our
experiments show that the quality of the candidate document
associations is important for good retrieval accuracy. This is
exemplified by the fact that the Full Name candidate profile
set performed best overall throughout our experiments. Moreover, as discussed above, the use of windowing would increase
the quality of the candidate profile sets further, by discarding
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expertise evidence for a candidate that does not appear near
terms of the query.
Furthermore, we examined the effect of candidate profile
size in the voting model. Our experimental results suggest
that for more difficult topics, and more noisy candidate
profile sets, candidate length normalisation can be useful.
Finally, we investigated the effect of the document ranking
on the accuracy of the generated ranking of candidates. We
showed that using techniques to increase the quality of the
document ranking could increase the retrieval performance
of the generated candidate ranking.
The approach proposed in this paper is general in the sense
that it is not dependent on heuristics from the used enterprise
collection, and can be easily operationally deployed with little
computational overhead, even on an existing intranet search
engine. In particular, the voting model is not dependent on
the techniques used to generate the underlying document
ranking, or the method used to generate the profiles of the
experts. For example, the introduction of windowing would
not force a change in the proposed voting model.
Looking forward, our future work directions have several
prongs. Firstly, we will investigate the selective use of query
expansion. Indeed, if the performance of the query is predicted
to be poor, applying query expansion can lead to a further
degradation of retrieval performance [42]. The development
of query performance predictors for expert search will allow
the effective, selective, application of query expansion in the
expert search task.
Secondly, it is apparent that integrating evidence about the
proximity of query terms to candidate name occurrences in
documents can increase the performance of an expert search
system, by removing false expertise evidence from candidates.
Moreover, this work can be naturally extended to integrate
prior knowledge. For example, we believe that not all documents are likely to be good indicators of expertise, and furthermore that not all candidates are likely to be experts. Designing
and integrating document and candidate priors with our
approach could increase the retrieval effectiveness of the
expert search system.
In particular, this work focuses solely on the use of the
ranking of documents to predict expertise. Our future
research directions will investigate the human aspect of
expert search. For instance, people do not work in isolation
within an organisation: they work together with other
people; author documents together; and communicate with
others e.g. by emails; moreover, some experts are also
authorities of their field. Therefore, there is a large potential to increase the effectiveness of an expert search engine
using such social network analysis, citation analysis and
other related techniques. It is hoped that the new test
collection—crawled from the website of an Australian government research organisation—created for the TREC 2007
Enterprise track will allow the human aspects of expert
search to be tested.
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